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AT A GLANCE
Customer centricity is imperative in a rapidly changing competitive
environment. Companies that don’t pick up on the crucial change
signals that customers provide risk falling behind. But many companies,
especially large, established ones, focus inward.
Leaders Are Not Walking the Talk
Business leaders may say that customers are a priority, but a recent
study of more than 90 companies found that less than half of decisions
reflected insights into customers. For strategic decisions, such as strategic planning, portfolio strategy, and mergers and acquisitions, the figure
dropped to one-third. In 80% of the companies studied, customer insights
were used only in commercial departments such as sales and marketing.
Spending More Is Not the Answer
Companies that devote more resources to customer insights aren’t
necessarily more customer centric.
Renewing an External Orientation
The first step is to get the right information in the door. Companies
should look beyond obvious data sources, mine them better than the
competition does, and expose internal functions to external realities.
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The more you engage with customers, the clearer things become and the easier
it is to determine what you should be doing.
—John Russell, former managing director,
Harley-Davidson Europe

E

yes wide shut? Most business leaders stress the importance of
understanding customers to stay relevant in today’s fast-changing
competitive environment. Why, then, do many companies focus inward
and, as a result, overlook or underestimate change signals?

A minimum condition
to adapt to
external change is
that we detect and
understand it.
Customers provide
an essential window.

In previous research, we showed that the pace of change in business has
increased: companies move through their life cycles twice as quickly as
they did 30 years ago.1 Those that do not stay in sync with change risk
falling behind the competition, sometimes for good. It’s no surprise,
then, that one in three public companies will not survive the next five
years.2
To survive and flourish, it follows that companies must continually
match strategy and implementation to their competitive environments.3
A minimum condition to adapt to external change is that we detect and
understand it. Customers provide an essential window into change not
only in their perceptions, needs, preferences, behaviors, and emotions
but also in the technology, competition, and other factors shaping these.

Many Companies Are Not Customer Centric
We recently surveyed 45 business executives to understand their firms’
approaches to capturing and using insights into customers. To start, we
asked about their top five strategic priorities. “Customer” was by far the
most-mentioned word.
But many companies are not walking the talk. To be truly customer centric, companies must use customer insights in most major business decisions and core processes, not just customer-facing ones. Our analysis indicates that this is rarely the case.
In a recent study involving more than 90 companies, we benchmarked
32 types of business decisions and found that in practice less than half
(47%) reflected customer insights. Surprisingly, for more-strategic decisions in areas such as strategic planning, portfolio strategy, capital investments, and mergers and acquisitions, that figure dropped to onethird (35%).
Interestingly, devoting more resources to customer insights does not necessarily improve customer centricity. We plotted customer centricity
(measured as the percentage of business decisions influenced by cus-
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Exhibit 1 | Spending More on Customer
Insights Will Not Make You Customer Centric

High

Customer
centricity
% of business
decisions Average:
47%
by customer
insights1

Low
Low

Average: 0.21%

High

Spending on
customer insights
as a % of sales2

CPG
Fashion & Apparel
Restaurants Automotive

Retail
Other

Source: BCG Henderson Institute.
Note: Data is from benchmarking of 90+ companies, 30 of which were assessed in depth,
conducted in second half of 2015.
1
Square root of % of business decisions influenced by customer insights.
2
Square root of customer insights budget as a % of sales.

tomer insights) against spending on customer insights (as a percentage
of sales). (See Exhibit 1.) Companies vary in their degree of support for
customer insights (x-axis), but we see no correlation between this and
customer centricity (y-axis).
What matters more than overall spending is having mechanisms and
capabilities to interpret a changing environment and translate insights
into actions. To assess that, we benchmarked the role of customer insights across companies and segmented companies into four levels. (See
Exhibit 2.)
Only one in five companies attained the two highest levels, in which customer insights play a strategic role. That is, in four out of five companies, customer insights are limited to providing input to commercial
departments such as sales and marketing and do not directly impact the
larger strategic agenda.
Our research suggests that customer insights are underexploited in business decision making; and regardless of how much a company spends
on customer insights, the capability to capture and integrate them is
often poorly developed. In other words, many companies are effectively
“introverted,” underutilizing external information and signals from
customers.
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Exhibit 2 | Only One in Five Companies Uses Customer
Insights Strategically
ROLE OF CUSTOMER INSIGHTS
80% OF
COMPANIES

1
•
•
•

Service
provider
Tactical focus
Support function
Marketing scope

Business
contributor

2

• More strategic
focus
• Business
collaborator
• Commercial
scope

20% OF
COMPANIES

3

Strategic
partner

• Mostly strategic
focus
• Trusted advisor
for business units
• Crossfunctional scope

4

Source of
competitive
advantage
• Focused on
foresight
• Partner with
C-suite
• Enterprise
perspective

Source: BCG Henderson Institute.
Note: Data is from benchmarking of 90+ companies, 30 of which were assessed in depth,
conducted in second half of 2015.

The Introversion of Large Companies
How do companies end up so isolated, even from their own customers?
We can start to understand this phenomenon using the research we presented in “Tomorrow Never Dies: The Art of Staying on Top” (BCG Perspectives, November 2015). We found that large, established companies
tend to rely too much on existing business models and neglect to explore new possibilities. As a result, they generate future growth options
at a much lower rate than smaller, younger companies do. The large,
established companies are about 20 percentage points less exploratory
than their younger peers, and as a consequence they underperform
those peers by nearly 6 points in sales growth and more than 2 points
in long-term total shareholder returns.
We tested this phenomenon further by comparing the organizational
structures of exploratory firms with those that are more exploitative.4
We found that the exploratory firms have close to 10% fewer people in
internally facing functions than their exploitative counterparts. Just as
the ratio of surface area to the volume of a sphere declines as the radius
increases, most companies become more introverted as they grow and
mature.
Fortunately, this trend is not inescapable; a minority of large, established firms manages to balance exploration and exploitation. So how
can such firms avoid or reverse the tendency toward introversion?

Eyes Wide Open
Think back on the last few “leadership” or “planning” meetings you attended. How much of the time was spent discussing internal issues rath-
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er than external realities? In how many instances did new customer insights change the opinion in the room?

Create not only a
signal capture
capability but a
“signal advantage” by
doing it better or
earlier than others.

For the many companies experiencing this common challenge of introversion, we offer four steps to renew your external orientation.
1. Capture external change signals. Getting the right information in
the door is the crucial first step. Invest in capturing granular, realtime, and implicit data on customer trends and preferences. Explore
new methods, such as biometric, observational, and neural analysis.
Look beyond the obvious: access new and underexploited data
sources such as social media and usage data from smart products. In
other words, create not only a signal capture capability but a “signal
advantage” by doing it better or earlier than others.
2. Extract novel insights. Learn to extract patterns from change
signals. Again, look beyond the obvious to create advantage by
leveraging new techniques such as natural language processing to
mine unstructured data and machine learning to separate signal
from noise. Create easily usable data visualization to facilitate the
detection of patterns and the formation of insights that are not
obvious. Again, strive to do so not just sufficiently but better than the
competition can.
3. Use insights to drive key value-adding processes such as innovation and resource allocation. Customer data and insights should be
organized so that they are easily accessible to all parts of the company and can be integrated into decision making beyond the sales and
marketing function. For example, customer insights can be included
as a formal decision factor for strategic planning, portfolio strategy,
and resource allocation, and they can be integrated into stage-gate
requirements for innovation.
4. Commit to an external orientation with structure, systems,
culture, and leadership. Companies need to increase their surface
area by exposing internal functions to external realities. Highly
adaptive companies like Alibaba understand this intuitively; they set
up flexible organizations to allow the constant matching of internal
and external. As Jack Ma, the company’s founder and chairman, said,
“In the information era, change is the best equilibrium.” (See “The
Self-Tuning Enterprise,” BCG article, September 2015.)
We can look at Amazon as a best-practice example of external orientation. Customers are the top priority everywhere in the organization,
starting with the CEO. As Jeff Bezos said, “We see our customers as invited guests to a party, and we are the hosts. It’s our job every day to make
every important aspect of the customer experience a little bit better.”5
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This customer-centric culture is reinforced through formal performance
metrics, nearly 80% of which are related to customer experience.6 Customer centricity is further supported by well-integrated information
systems, which are able to capture, explore, and share insights throughout the firm.

O

vercoming introversion is not an easy feat, but it is imperative
for a company’s long-term survival. The steps above provide a starting point to increase external orientation—namely, to capture the right
information and use it more effectively.
This article is the first in a series exploring the effective development of customer insights in large corporations.
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